It is well-known that SRPT is optimal for minimizing flow time on machines that run one job at a time. However, running one job at a time is a big underutilization for modern systems where sharing, simultaneous execution, and virtualization-enabled consolidation are a common trend to boost utilization. Such machines, used in modern large data centers and clouds, are powerful enough to run multiple jobs/VMs at a time subject to overall CPU, memory, network, and disk capacity constraints.
Introduction
Four trends are becoming increasingly prominent in modern data centers. Modern machines are increasingly powerful and able to run multiple jobs at the same time subject to overall capacity constraints. Running only one job at a time on them leads to significant under-utilization. Virtualization technologies such as VMware [3] and Xen [13] are enabling workloads to be packaged as VMs and multiple VMs run on the same physical machine [5] . This packing of VMs on the same machine enables server consolidation [6, 7, 15] and data center cost reduction in the form of reduced hardware, floorspace, energy, cooling, and maintenance costs. This utilization boost and the resulting cost savings * Portions of this work were done while this author was visiting Google Research.
has been a driving force for virtualization adoption and transformation of IT in data centers.
This adoption, in turn, is driving a proliferation of compute farms and public, private, and hybrid clouds which share resources and machines among multiple users and jobs [1, 2, 4, 32] . Large compute farms and clouds often have excess capacity provisioned for peak workloads and these can be shared with new users to improve utilization during off-peak times. Tasks such as MapReduce [21] which are I/O driven, are often run with multiple instances (of different MapReduces) on the same machine so they all progress toward completion simultaneously. A characterization of workloads in Google compute clusters is given in [20, 32, 34] .
A common scenario in all of these situations is that of jobs (or VMs) arriving in an online manner with their resource requirements and processing time requirements and a scheduler scheduling them on one of the machines in the cluster. Jobs leave when they are completed. The problem is interesting even with a single machine. A common goal in such a scenario is that of minimizing average weighted flow time, defined as the weighted average of the job completion times minus arrival times, i.e., the total time spent by jobs in the system. Other common goals include load-balancing (minimizing maximum load on machines), minimizing average stretch (stretch of a job defined as completion time minus arrival time divided by processing time), or completing as many jobs as possible before their deadlines if there are deadlines. Adding weights lets us prioritize the completion of certain jobs over others. In fact, weighted flow time subsumes the stretch metric if we set the weight of a job to be the reciprocal of its processing time. In this paper we focus on the weighted flow time objective.
and requires a processing time p j . At each point in time t, the server may choose to schedule one job j that has already arrived (r j ≤ t). We say a job j has been completed when it has been scheduled for p j time units. Preemption is allowed, so job j may be scheduled, paused, and then later scheduled without any loss of progress. Each job j is given a weight w j . The goal of the scheduler is to minimize the total weighted flow time of the system, defined as j w j (C j −r j ) where C j is the completion time of job j. For this paper in particular, we are interested in the clairvoyant online version of this problem where the server is not aware of any job j until its release, but once job j arrives, the server knows p j and w j .
It is well known that Shortest Remaining Processing Time (SRPT) is the optimal algorithm for minimizing flow time with unit weights in the above single-job machine model. In fact, SRPT is the best known algorithm for unit weights on multiple machines in both the online and offline setting. Leonardi and Raz [30] show SRPT has competitive/approximation ratio O(log(min {n/m, P })) where m is the number of machines and P is the ratio of the longest processing time to shortest. They also give a matching lower bound for any randomized online algorithm. Chekuri, Khanna, and Zhu [19] show every randomized online algorithm has competitive ratio Ω(min W 1/2 , P 1/2 , (n/m) 1/4 ) when the jobs are given arbitrary weights and there are multiple machines. Bansal and Chan [11] partially extended this result to show there is no deterministic online algorithm with constant competitive ratio when the jobs are given arbitrary weights, even with a single machine. However, there are some positive online results known for a single machine where the competitive ratio includes a function of the processing times and weights [12, 19] 1 . The strong lower bounds presented above motivate the use of resource augmentation, originally proposed by Kalyanasundaram and Pruhs [28] , which gives an algorithm a fighting chance on worst case scheduling instances when compared to an optimal offline algorithm. We say an algorithm is s-speed c-competitive if for any input instance I, the algorithm's weighted flow time while running at speed s is at most c times the optimal schedule's weighted flow time while running at unit speed. Ideally, we would like an algorithm to be constant factor competitive when given (1 + ε) times a resource over the optimal offline algorithm for any constant ε > 0. We call such algorithms [resource]-scalable. Chekuri et al. [18] gave the first speedscalable online algorithms for minimizing flow time on multiple machines with unit weights. Becchetti et al. [14] gave the first analysis that the simple greedy algorithm Highest Density First (HDF) is speed-scalable with arbitrary job weights on a single machine. HDF always schedules the alive job with the highest weight to processing time ratio. Bussema and Torng [16] showed the natural generalization of HDF to multiple machines is also speed-scalable with arbitrary job weights. Table 1 gives a summary of these results.
The capacitated flow time problem.
The above results assume that any machine can run at most one job at a time. This assumption is wasteful and does not take advantage of the sharing, simultaneous execution, and virtualization abilities of modern computers. The current trend in industry is not only to focus on distributing large workloads, but also to run multiple jobs/VMs at the same time on individual machines subject to overall capacity constraints. By not addressing the sharing and virtualization trend, theory is getting out of touch with the industry.
The problem of scheduling an online sequence of jobs (VMs) in such scenarios necessitates the "capacitated machines" variant of the flow time problem. In addition to each job j having a processing time and weight, job j also has a height h j that represents how much of a given resource (e.g. RAM, network throughput) the job requires to be scheduled. The server is given a capacity that we assume is 1 without loss of generality. At each point in time, the server may schedule an arbitrary number of jobs such that the sum of heights for jobs scheduled is at most the capacity of the server. We assume all jobs have height at most 1, or some jobs could never be scheduled. The setting can be easily extended to use multiple machines and multidimensional heights, but even the single-machine, single-dimension case given above is challenging from a technical standpoint. We focus on the singlemachine, single-dimension problem first, and later show how our results can be extended to multiple machines. We leave further handling of multiple dimensions as an interesting open problem.
The case of jobs having sizes related to machine capacities has been studied before in the context of load-balancing [9, 10] and in operations research and systems [6, 15, 31, 33] . However, this paper is the first instance we are aware of that studies capacitated machines with the objective of minimizing flow time. We call this the Capacitated Flow Time (CFT) problem. As flow time is a fundamental scheduling objective, we believe this is an important problem to study and bridge the gap to practice.
Our results and outline of the paper.
In Section 2, we show that online scheduling in the capacitated machines case is much more difficult than scheduling in the single-job model. In particular, Theorem 2.1 shows there exists no online randomized algorithm for the CFT problem with a bounded competitive ratio, even when all jobs have unit weight. This result stands in stark contrast to the same situation where SRPT is actually an optimal algorithm for the single job at a time model. Motivated by the difficulty of online scheduling, we consider the use of resource augmentation in speed and capacity. In a capacity augmentation analysis, an algorithm is given capacity greater than 1 while being compared to the optimal schedule on a unit capacity server. We define u-capacity c-competitive accordingly. We also say an algorithm is s-speed u-capacity c-competitive if it is ccompetitive when given both s-speed and u-capacity over the optimal unit resource schedule. We show in Corollary 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 that our lower bound holds even when an algorithm is given a small constant factor extra capacity without additional speed. In fact, strong lower bounds continue to exist even as the augmented capacity approaches 2.
In Section 3, we propose and analyze a greedy algorithm Highest Residual Density First (HRDF) for the CFT problem and show it is (2 + ε)-capacity O(1/ε)-competitive for any small constant ε > 0.
HRDF uses greedy knapsack packing with job residual densities (defined later). The algorithm and analysis are tight for capacity-only augmentation given the lower bound in Theorem 2.4. We then turn to the question of whether speed augmentation helps beat the (2 − ε)-capacity lower bound. Our initial attempt and result (not described in this paper) was an s-speed u-capacity constant-competitive algorithm for all s and u with s · u ≥ 2 + ε. We subsequently obtained an algorithm High Priority Category Scheduling (HPCS) which breaks through the 2 bound. HPCS is 1.75-speed O(1)-competitive and is described in Section 4.
Our main result is a (1 + ε)-speed (1 + ε)-capacity O(1/ε 3 )-competitive algorithm called Knapsack Category Scheduling (KCS). KCS builds on HPCS and is presented in Section 5. The KCS result shows the power of combining both speed and capacity augmentation and is the first of its kind.
2
Pseudocode descriptions of all our algorithms are given in Figures 1, 3 , and 4. We conclude with a brief summary of our results as well as some open problems related to the CFT problem in Section 6.
All of our results can be extended to the multiple unrelated capacitated machine setting as detailed in Appendix D. In the unrelated machines model, each machine-job pair is given a weight, processing time, and height unrelated to any other machine-job pairs.
Technical novelty: Our algorithms use novel combinations and generalizations of knapsacks, job densities, and grouping of jobs into categories. While HRDF uses knapsacks and job densities and HPCS uses job densities and categories, KCS combines all three. In fact, our algorithms are the first we are aware of that do not make flow time scheduling decisions based on a single ordering of jobs. Our analysis methods combining potential functions, knapsacks, and categories are the first of their kind and may have other applications.
Lower Bounds
We begin the evaluation of the CFT problem by giving lower bounds on the competitive ratio for any online scheduling algorithm. Some lower bounds hold even when jobs are given unit weights. Recall P denotes the ratio of the largest processing time to the least processing time.
Theorem 2.1. Any randomized online algorithm A for the CFT problem has competitive ratio Ω(P ) even when all jobs have unit weight.
Proof: Garg and Kumar [24] consider a variant on the single-job capacity identical machines model they call Parallel Scheduling with Subset Constraints. Our proof very closely follows the proof of [24, Theorem 3.2] . While our proof is a lower bound on any deterministic algorithm, it easily generalizes to randomized algorithms with oblivious adversaries. Further, the proof continues to hold even with small amounts of capacity augmentation. Fix a deterministic online algorithm A. We use only one machine and all jobs have unit weight. There are two types of jobs: Type I jobs have unit processing time and height 0.4; Type II jobs have processing time P 1 and height 0.6. Let T P be a large constant. On each time step t = 0, . . . , T − 1, we release two jobs of type I. At each time step t = 0, P, 2P, . . . , T − 1, we release one job of type II (we assume T − 1 is a multiple of P ). The total processing time of all released jobs is 3T . The server can schedule two type I jobs at once, and one type I job with a type II job, but it cannot schedule two type II jobs at once. Therefore, one of the following must occur: (a) at least T /2 jobs of type I remain alive at time T , or (b) at least T /2 · P jobs of type II remain alive at time T .
Suppose case (a) occurs. We release 2 jobs of type I at each time step t = T, . . . , L, L T . The total flow time of A is Ω(T ·L). However, the optimal schedule finishes all jobs of type I during [0, T ]. It has only T /P jobs (of type II) waiting at each time step during [T, L], so the optimal flow time is O(T · L/P ).
Suppose case (b) occurs. We release one job of type II at each time step t = T,
The optimal schedule finishes all jobs of type II during [0, T ]. It has 2T jobs of type I alive at time T , but it finishes these jobs during [T, 3T ] while also processing jobs of type II. So, after time 3T , the optimal schedule has no more alive jobs and its total flow time is O(L). We get the theorem by setting T ≥ P 2 .
Corollary 2.2. Any randomized online algorithm A for the CFT problem is (1.2 − ε)-capacity Ω(P )-competitive for any constant ε > 0 even when all jobs have unit weight.
In fact, superconstant lower bounds continue to exist even when an online algorithm's server is given more than 1.2 capacity. When we stop requiring input instances to have unit weights, then the lower bounds become resilient to even larger capacity augmentations. Theorem 2.3. Any randomized online algorithm A for the CFT problem is (1.5 − ε)-capacity Ω(log n + log P )-competitive for any constant ε > 0 even when all jobs have unit weight.
Proof: There is a simple reduction from online scheduling in the single-job identical machines model to the capacitated server model. Let I be any input instance for the single-job identical machines model where there are two machines and all jobs have unit weight. We create an input instance I using the same jobs as I with each job given height 0.5. Any schedule of I is a schedule for I. The lower bound of [30, Theorem 9] immediately implies the theorem.
Theorem 2.4. No deterministic online algorithm A for the CFT problem is constant competitive even when given (2 − ε)-capacity for any constant ε > 0 assuming jobs are allowed arbitrary weights.
Proof:
We apply a similar reduction to that given in the proof of Theorem 2.3. Let I be any input instance for the single-job identical machines model where there is one machine and jobs have arbitrary weight. We create an input instance I using the same jobs as I with each job given height 1. Any schedule of I is a schedule for I. The lower bound of [ In this section, we analyze the deterministic online algorithm Highest Residual Density First (HRDF) for the CFT problem. A description of HRDF appears in Figure 1 . Despite the simplicity of the algorithm, we are able to show the following result matching the lower bound of Theorem 2.4.
Theorem 3.1. HRDF is (2 + ε)-capacity O(1/ε)-competitive for any constant ε where 0 < ε < 1.
Analysis of HRDF.
We use a potential function analysis to prove Theorem 3.1. Set an input instance I, and consider running HRDF with 2+ε capacity alongside the optimal schedule without resource augmentation. We begin our analysis by defining some notation. For any job j let C A j be the completion time of j in HRDF's schedule and let C O j be the completion time of j in the optimal schedule. For any time t ≥ r j , let A j (t) = min C A j , t − r j be the accumulated weighted flow time of job j at time t and let A j = A j (C A j ). Finally, let A = j A j be the total weighted flow time for HRDF's schedule. Let OPT j (t), OPT j , and OPT be defined similarly for the optimal schedule.
Our analysis of HRDF builds on the potential function approach outlined in [27] , specifically [17, 22, 23] , for the single-job at a time problem and extends it to the capacitated case. Unlike in [22, 23] , our method supports arbitrary job weights and capacities, and unlike in [17] , we do not use the notion of fractional flow time. 3 We give a potential function Φ that is almost everywhere differentiable such that Φ(0) = Φ(∞) = 0 and then focus on bounding all continuous and discrete increases to A + Φ across time by a function of OPT in order to bound A by a function of OPT. 3 Avoiding the use of fractional flow time allows us to analyze HRDF using capacity-only augmentation without speed augmentation [17] . It also saves us a factor of Ω(1/ε) in the competitive ratio for KCS. 4 An analysis of an HRDF-like algorithm for the unrelated single-job machine problem was given in [8] by relaxing an integer program and applying dual fitting techniques. We focus on potential function arguments in this work as the We give the remaining notation for our potential function. Let p O j (t) be the remaining processing time of job j at time t in the optimal schedule. Let Q O (t) be the set of alive jobs in the optimal schedule at time
A j (t) be the set of alive jobs in HRDF's schedule more dense than job j. Let S A (t) and S O (t) be the set of jobs processed at time t by HRDF's and the optimal schedule respectively. Finally, let W A (t) = j∈Q A (t) w j be the total weight of all jobs alive in HRDF's schedule at time t. The rest of the notation we use in our potential function is given in Figure 1 and Table 2 .
The potential function we use has two terms for each job j:
The potential function is defined as
Main proof idea:
Using extra capacity to keep up with the optimal. We give full details of the potential function analysis in Appendix A including the effects from job arrivals and completions, but briefly mention here some of the continuous changes made to A + Φ due to processing from HRDF and the optimal schedule. Intuitively, these changes compare S A (t) and S O (t), the jobs processed at time t by HRDF's and the optimal schedule respectively. As is the case for many potential function arguments, we must show that HRDF removes the remaining area of jobs more efficiently than the optimal schedule. The extra efficiency shows Φ falls fast enough to counteract changes in A. Showing an algorithm's schedule removes area more efficiently than the optimal schedule is often the most difficult part of a potential integrality gap of the natural linear program for our setting is unbounded for the small amounts of resource augmention we use in later algorithms.
Term Definition Explanation
Total remaining area of jobs more dense than j. Continuous decreases in R j counteract continuous increases in A.
Total remaining area of jobs more dense than j upon j's arrival. The decrease from R < j cancels the increase to Φ caused by R j when j arrives.
The optimal schedule's total remaining area for each job k more dense than j upon k's arrival. The increase to R j caused by the arrival of a job k is canceled by an equal increase in V > j .
Y j (t) = 0 for all t < r j and
Captures work done by the optimal schedule that does not affect V > j . Used to bound increases in Φ from the removal of R < j terms when jobs are completed.
w k wj otherwise.
Captures the increase in flow time by the optimal schedule while our schedule processes j. Used to bound increases in Φ from the removal of V j terms when jobs are completed. function analysis and greatly motivates the other algorithms given in this paper. In our potential function, rate of work is primarily captured in the R j , p A j , V j , and Y j terms. Lemma 3.2. If HRDF's schedule uses 2+ε capacity and the optimal schedule uses unit capacity, then
Proof: Consider any time t. For any job j, neither R j nor (1 + ε)p 
The optimal schedule is limited to scheduling jobs with a total height of 1. No job contributes to both V > j and Y j , so
Beyond Greedy: High Priority Category Scheduling
The most natural question after seeing the above analysis is whether there exists an algorithm that is constant factor competitive when given only speed augmentation. In particular, a (1+ε)-speed constant competitive algorithm for any small constant ε would be ideal.
HPCS(I, t, κ):
/* κ is an integer determined in analysis */ 1. For each 1 ≤ i < κ: /* Divide jobs into categories by height */ Q A i (t) ← j ∈ Q A (t) : 1/(i + 1) < hj ≤ 1/i /* Assign alive category i jobs */ Wi(t) ← j∈Q A i (t) wj /* Assign queued weight of category i */ For each j ∈ Q A i (t): h j ← 1/i/* Assign modified height of job j */ Unfortunately, the input sequence given in Figure 2 shows that greedily scheduling by residual density does not suffice. HRDF's schedule will accumulate two type II jobs every three time steps, giving it a total flow time of Ω(T 2 ) by time T . The optimal schedule will have flow time O(T ), giving HRDF a competitive ratio of Ω(T ). Even if we change HRDF to perform an optimal knapsack packing by density or add some small constant amount of extra speed, the lower bound still holds.
Categorizing jobs.
The above example shows that greedily scheduling the high value jobs and ignoring others does not do well. In fact, type II jobs, though lower in value individually, cannot be allowed to build up in the queue forever. To address this issue, we use the notion of categories and group jobs of similar heights together. The intuition is that once a category or group of jobs accumulates enough weight, it becomes important and should be scheduled. The algorithm HPCS using this intuition is given in Figure 3 . Note that HPCS schedules from one category at a time and packs as many jobs as possible from that category.
Within the category HPCS chooses, we can bound the performance of HPCS compared to the optimal. The only slack then is the ability of the optimal schedule to take jobs from multiple categories at once. However, using a surprising application of a well known bound for knapsacks, we show that the optimal schedule cannot affect the potential function too much by scheduling jobs from multiple categories. In fact, we are able to show HPCS is constant competitive with strictly less than double speed. 5 We note that we can achieve constant competitiveness 
Analysis of HPCS.
We use a potential function argument to show the competitiveness of HPCS. The main change in our proof is that the terms in the potential function only consider jobs within a single category at a time. For any fixed input instance I, consider running HPCS's schedule at speed 1.75 alongside the optimal schedule at unit speed. For a non-small category i job j, let
A j (t) be the set of alive category i jobs more dense than job j. Define Q Aj X (t) similarly. We use the notation in Figure 3 along with the notation given in the proof for HRDF, but we use the modified height in every case height is used. Further, we restrict the definitions of R j , R < j , V > j , Y j , and F j to include only jobs in the same category as j. For example, if job j belongs to category i then R j (t) =
Let λ be a constant we set later. The potential function we use has two terms for each job j.
The potential function is again defined as
with speed strictly less than 1.75, but we do not have a closed form expression for the minimum speed possible using our techniques.
Main proof idea:
Knapsack upper bounds on the optimal efficiency. As before, we defer the full analysis for Appendix B, but we mention here the same types of changes mentioned in Section 3. Our goal is to show the optimal schedule cannot perform too much work compared to HPCS's schedule even if the optimal schedule processes jobs from several categories at once. Our proof uses a well known upper bound argument for knapsack packing. Consider any time t and let W * (t) be the queued weight of the category scheduled by HPCS at time t.
Lemma 4.2. If HPCS's schedule uses 1.75 speed and the optimal schedule uses unit speed, then for all κ ≥ 200 and λ ≥ 100
There are κ categories, so this fall counteracts the increase in A.
Proof: Suppose HPCS schedules jobs from small category X. Let j be some job in category X. If HPCS's schedule processes j at time t, then 
Bounding the increases to Φ from changes to the V j and Y j terms takes more subtlety than before. We pessimistically assume every category has queued weight W * (t). We also imagine that for each nonsmall category i job j processed by the optimal schedule, job j has height 1/(i + 1). The optimal schedule can still process the same set of jobs with these assumptions, and the changes due to V j and Y j terms only increase with these assumptions.
We now model the changes due to the V j and Y j terms as an instance K to the standard knapsack packing problem. For each non-small category i, there are i items in K each with value λκW * (t)/i and size 1/(i+1). These items represent the optimal schedule being able to process i jobs at once from category i. Knapsack instance K also contains one item for each category X job j alive in the optimal schedule with value λκW * (t)h j and size h j . The capacity for K is 1. A valid solution to K is a set U of items of total size at most 1. The value of a solution U is the sum of values for items in U . The optimal solution to K has a value at least as large as the largest possible increase to Φ due to changes in the V j and Y j terms. Note that we cannot pack an item of size 1 and two items of size 1/2 in K. Define K 1 and K 2 to be K with one item of size 1 removed and one item of size 1/2 removed respectively. The larger of the optimal solutions to K 1 and K 2 is the optimal solution to K.
Let the knapsack density of an item be the ratio of its value to its size. Let v 1 , v 2 , . . . be the values of the items in K in descending order of knapsack density. Let s 1 , s 2 , . . . be the sizes of these same items. Greedily pack the items in decreasing order of knapsack density and let k be the index of the first item that does not fit. Folklore states that v 1 + v 2 + · · · + αv k is an upper bound on the optimal solution to K where α = 1−(s1+s2+···+s k−1 ) s k . This fact applies to K 1 and K 2 as well.
In all three knapsack instances described, ordering the items by size gives their order by knapsack density.
Indeed, items of size 1/i have knapsack density λκW * (t)(i + 1)/i. Items created from category X jobs have knapsack density λκW * (t).
We may now easily verify that 1.45λκW * (t) and 1.73λκW * (t) are upper bounds for the optimal solutions to K 1 and K 2 respectively. Therefore,
Main Algorithm: Knapsack Category Scheduling
As stated in the previous section, a limitation of HPCS is that it chooses jobs from one category at a time, putting it at a disadvantage. In this section, we propose and analyze a new algorithm called Knapsack Category Scheduling (KCS) which uses a fully polynomial-time approximation scheme (FPTAS) for the knapsack problem [25, 29] to choose jobs from multiple categories. Categories still play KCS(I, t, ε): /* ε is any real number with 0 < ε ≤ 1/2 */ 1. For each integer i ≥ 0 with (1 + ε/2) i < 2/ε /* Divide jobs into categories by height */ Q
) /* Assign densities by modified height */ 3. Initialize knapsack K(t) with capacity (1 + ε)/* Setup a knapsack instance to choose jobs */ For each category i and category X; for each j ∈ Q a key role in KCS, as they help assign values to jobs when making scheduling decisions.
Detailed pseudocode for KCS is given in Figure 4 . Steps 1 and 2 of KCS are similar to those of HPCS, except that KCS uses geometrically decreasing heights for job categories. Another interesting aspect of KCS is the choice of values for jobs in step 4. Intuitively, the value for each knapsack item j is chosen to reflect the total weight of less dense jobs waiting on j's completion in a greedy scheduling of j's category. More practically, the values are chosen so the optimal knapsack solution will affect the potential function Φ as much as possible.
KCS combines the best of all three techniques: knapsack, densities, and categories, and we are able to show the following surprising result illustrating the power of combining speed and capacity augmentation.
3 )-competitive.
Main proof idea: Combining categories optimally.
We use a potential function analysis to prove Theorem 5.1. Fix an input instance I and consider running KCS's schedule with (1 + ε) speed and capacity alongside the optimal schedule with unit resources. We continue to use the same notation used for HPCS, but modified when necessary for 6 As we shall see in the analysis, knapsacks and capacity augmentation enable KCS to use geometrically decreasing heights, where as HPCS needs harmonically decreasing heights to pack jobs tightly and get a bound below 2.
KCS. Let κ be the number of categories used by KCS. Observe
The potential function has two terms for each job j.
Picking categories: Full details of the analysis appear in Appendix C, but we mention here the same types of changes mentioned in Section 3. The optimal schedule may cause large continuous increases to Φ by scheduling jobs from multiple 'high weight' categories. We show that KCS has the option of choosing jobs from these same categories. Because KCS approximates an optimal knapsack packing, KCS's schedule performs just as much work as the optimal schedule. Fix a time t. Let W * (t) be the maximum queued weight of any category in KCS's schedule at time t.
Lemma 5.2. If KCS's schedule uses 1 + ε speed and capacity and the optimal schedule uses unit speed and capacity, then
Proof: Suppose the optimal schedule processes T i jobs from non-small category i which have a total unmodified height of H i . Then,
Let H X be the capacity not used by the optimal schedule for jobs in non-small categories. We see
Let ∆ O be the sum of the right hand sides of (1) and (2) . Note that ∆ O may be larger than the actual rate of increase in Φ due to the V j and Y j terms. Now, consider the following set of jobs U ∈ Q A (t). For each non-small category i, set U contains the min |Q i and the optimal schedule processes H i height worth of jobs, each with height at least 1/(1 + ε/2) i+1 . Therefore, the jobs chosen from Q A i (t) have total height at most (1 + ε/2)H i . Set U also contains up to H X + ε/2 height worth of jobs from Q A X (t) chosen greedily in decreasing order of density. The jobs of U together have height at
Now, suppose KCS schedules the jobs from set U at unit speed or faster. Consider a non-small category i. Observe T i ≤ (1 + ε/2) i . Using similar techniques to those given earlier, we observe
Now, consider any job j from small category X.
then there are jobs with higher height density in U with total height at least H X .
Let ∆ U be the sum of the right hand sides of (3) and (4).
Recall the knapsack instance K(t) used by KCS. Let U be a solution to K(t) and let f (U ) be the value of solution U . Let
. If KCS schedules the jobs corresponding to the U , then
. Let U * be the optimal solution to K(t) and let
. Because U as defined above is one potential solution to K(t) and KCS runs an FPTAS on K(t) to decide which jobs are scheduled, we see
If category X has the maximum queued weight, then one possible solution to K(t) is to greedily schedule jobs from category X in descending order of height density. Using previously shown techniques, we see f (U * ) ≥ W * (t). If a non-small category i has maximum queued weight, then a possible solution is to greedily schedule jobs from category i in descending order of height density. Now we see f (U * ) ≥ (1/2)W * (t). Using our bound on ∆ O + ∆ A , we prove the lemma.
Conclusions and Open Problems
In this paper, we introduce the problem of weighted flow time on capacitated machines and give the first upper and lower bounds for the problem. Our main result is a (1 + ε)-speed (1 + ε)-capacity O(1/ε 3 )-competitive algorithm that can be extended to the unrelated multiple machines setting. However, it remains an open problem whether (1 + ε)-speed and unit capacity suffices to be constant competitive for any ε > 0. Further, the multi-dimensional case remains open, where jobs can be scheduled simulateously given that no single dimension of the server's capacity is overloaded.
Similarly, the completion of job j by the optimal schedule increases Φ by
We argue that the negative terms from these increases cancel the positive terms. Fix a job j and consider any job k contributing to V > j (C A j ). By definition of V > j , job k arrives after job j and is more height dense than job j upon its arrival. We see
Job k is alive to contribute a total of
. By definition we know k arrives before job j and that job j is less height dense than job k at the time j arrives. We see
Job j does not contribute to V > k , because it is less height dense than job k upon its arrival. Further, job k is alive in HRDF's schedule when the optimal schedule completes job j. Therefore, all processing done to j by the optimal schedule contributes to Y k . So, removing job j's contribution to Y k (C 
Density inversions:
The final change we need to consider for Φ comes from HRDF's schedule changing the ordering of the most height dense jobs. The R j terms are the only ones changed by these events. Suppose HRDF's schedule causes some job j to become less height dense than another job k at time t. Residual density changes are continuous, so
At time t, job k starts to contribute to R j , but job j stops contributing to R k . Therefore, the change to Φ from the inversion is
We conclude that these events cause no overall increase in A + Φ.
A.1 Completing the proof. We may now complete the proof of Theorem 3.1. By summing the increases to A + Φ from (5) and (6), we see
B Analysis of HPCS
In this appendix, we complete the analysis of HPCS. We use the definitions and potential function as given in Section 4. Consider the changes that occur to A + Φ over time. As is the case for HRDF, job completions and density inversions cause no overall increase to A + Φ. The analyses for these changes are essentially the same as those given in Appendix A, except the constants may change. The remaining events we need to consider follow:
Job arrivals: Consider the arrival of job j at time r j . The potential function Φ gains the terms Φ
For any term Φ
A k with k = j, job j may only contribute to R k and −V > k , and its contributions to the two terms cancel. Further, job j has no effect on any term Φ O k where k = j. All together, job arrivals increase A + Φ by at most (8) λκOPT.
Continuous job processing: Consider any time t. We have the following:
• By Lemma 4.2,
if κ ≥ 200 and λ ≥ 100.
• Note j∈S A (t) h j ≤ 1. Therefore,
• Observe:
D Extensions to Multiple Machines
Here, we describe how our results can be extended to work with multiple unrelated machines. In the unrelated machines variant of the CFT problem, we have m machines. Job j has weight w j , processing time p j , and height h j if it is assigned to machine . At each point in time, the server may schedule an arbitrary number of jobs assigned to each machine as long as the sum of their heights does not exceed 1.
For each machine and job j, we assume either h j ≤ 1 or p j = ∞. The algorithms in this paper can be extended easily to the unrelated machines model. These extensions are non-migratory, meaning a job is fully processed on a single machine. In fact, our extensions are immediate dispatch, meaning each job is assigned to a machine upon its arrival. Let A be one of the algorithms given above. In order to extend A, we simply apply an idea of Chadha et al. [17] also used by Im and Moseley [26] . Namely, we run A on each machine independently and assign jobs to the machine that causes the least increase in A's potential function.
A more precise explanation follows. We use all the definitions given for A and its analysis. Let Q A (t) be the set of alive jobs assigned to machine at time t. Upon job j's arrival, assign job j to the machine that causes the least increase in k∈Q A (t) w k (R k + p A k ) where each term R k and p A k is modified to consider only jobs assigned to and their processing times and heights on . Each machine independently runs A on the jobs to which it is assigned using processing times, weights, and heights as given for that machine. The extensions to each algorithm A given above have the same competitive ratios as their single machine counterparts, given the amount of resource augmentation required in the single machine model for A.
D.1 Analysis. Here, we sketch the analysis of our extension for multiple unrelated machines. Our analysis is essentially the same as the single machine case, except the terms in the potential functions are slightly changed. Let A be the algorithm we are extending. We begin by assuming the optimal schedule is non-migratory and immediate dispatch; whenever a job j arrives, it is immediately assigned to a machine and all processing for j is performed on . For each term R j , V > j , Y j , and F j , we change its definition to only include contributions by jobs scheduled on the machine chosen for job j by our extension to A. For R The analysis for continuous job processing, job completitions, and density inversions is exactly the same as those given above for A as we restrict our attention to a single machine in each case. We only need to consider job arrivals. Let c j be the coefficient of p A j (t) in the potential function for A (for example, c j = (1 + ε)w j /ε for HRDF). Recall that in each analysis, the increase to Φ from job arrivals was at most c j OPT j . Consider the arrival of job j at time r j . Let A j be the machine chosen for j by our extension and let O j be the machine chosen by the optimal algorithm. By our extension's choice of machine, the potential function Φ increases by c j p O j j upon job j's arrival. This value is at most c j OPT j . Summing over all jobs, we see job arrivals increase Φ by the same amount they did in the earlier analyses.
Finally, we compare against optimal schedules that can be migratory. In this case, we model a migratory optimal schedule as assigning an α j fraction of job j to each machine ( α i = 1) upon job j's arrival. We further adjust our definitions of V > j and R < j to account for these fractional jobs; Y > j only includes fractional jobs that are more dense than j and R < j includes contributions by jobs that are more height dense than the fractional job the optimal schedule assigns in place of j. Now by our extension's choice in machine, the arrival of job j increases Φ by α j c j p j ≤ c j OPT j . Summing over all jobs completes our analysis of job arrivals. Continous job processing, job completions, and density inversions work as before.
